S. L. Salzberg and colleagues reexamined data that had been published by the international human genome sequencing group in which it appeared that between 113 and 223 genes were present in the human genome but were absent from lower eukaryotes (Caenorhabditis elegans, Saccharomyces cerrevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Arabidopsis thaliana) (Reports, "Microbial genes in the human genome: Lateral transfer or gene loss?", 8 Jun., p. 1903). This result had suggested that these genes had undergone direct bacterialto-vertebrate transmission (lateral transfer). From their reevaluation of this set of genes and inclusion of genomes of additional eukaryotic parasites, Salzberg and colleagues conclude that many of these candidate transfer genes appear to have been lost from the original lower eukaryotic set and that gene loss is the more plausible explanation for this result. In an accompanying Perspective ("Are there bugs in our genome?", p. 1848), Jan O. Andersson and co-authors note that at least some of these genes (the N-acetylneuraminate lyase, for example) retain a phylogenetic pattern consistent with lateral transfer.
Neither of these papers, however, considers an alternative 
Response
DeFilippis and Villarreal raise an excellent point: Integration of viral DNA into the genomes of free-living organisms might explain the presence of atypical genes in many species. If related viral genes independently made their way into different genomes, this could lead to mistaken conclusions about lateral gene transfer. To explore this possibility, we searched all of the genes considered as possible bacteria-tovertebrate lateral transfers (BVTs) against all viral genes from the public databases. No significant matches between BVTs and viral genes were found, and therefore we did not have anything to report in our original study. We did find significant viral matches for some of the possible BVTs proposed in (1) . Of the many phylogenetic trees that provided evidence against lateral gene transfer, the one that we chose to show in our figure 2 was selected because of the presence of a viral homolog. To determine whether the hypothesis of DeFilippis and Villarreal is correct, many more viral genomes need to be sequenced.
